International Workshop

The Japan Institute for Labour Policy and Training (JILPT), the Chinese Academy of Labour and Social Security (CALSS) and the Korea Labor Institute (KLI) held a research forum on the theme “Employment Problems and Policy Countermeasures in Industrial Restructuring and Upgrading” on November 19, 2015 in Beijing, China. The three institutes hold a forum with a common theme once every year. In the forum, they present their research results with the aim of promoting mutual understanding among the three countries and raising the standards of research. This was the thirteenth forum held with the collaboration of the three research institutes. The Japanese text of research papers presented at the forum will be uploaded on the JILPT website (http://www.jil.go.jp/institute/kokusai/index.htm).
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The findings of research activities undertaken by JILPT are compiled into Research Reports in Japanese. Below is a list of the reports published since September 2015. The complete Japanese text of these reports can be accessed via the JILPT website (http://www.jil.go.jp/institute/pamphlet/). English summaries of selected reports are also available on the JILPT website (http://www.jil.go.jp/english/reports/jilpt_01.html).
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